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NOAA TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM NMFS-F/NEC

Under the National Marine Fisheries Service's mission to "Achieve a
continued optimum utilization of living resources for the benefit of the
Nation," the Northeast Fisheries Center (NEFC) is responsible for planning,
developing, and managing multidisciplinary programs of basic and applied
research to: (-1) better understand the living marine resources (including
marine mammals) of the Northwest Atlantic, and the environmental quality
essential for their existence and continued productivity; and (2) describe and
provide to management, industry, and the public, options for the utilization
and conservation of living marine resources and maintenance of environmental
quality which are consistent with national and regional goals and needs, and
with international commitments.

The timely need for such information by decision makers often precludes
publication in formal journals. The NOAA Technical Memorandum NMFS-F/NEC
series provides a relatively quick and highly visible outlet for documents
prepared by NEFC authors, or similar material prepared by others for NEFC
purposes, where formal review and editorial processing are not appropriate or
feasible. However; documents within this series reflect sound professional
work and can be referenced in formal journals. Any use of trade names within
this series does not imply endorsement.

Copies of this and other NOAA Technical Memorandums are available from
the National Technical Information Service, 5285 Port Royal Rd., Springfield,
VA 22161. Recent issues of NOAA Technical Memorandum NMFS-F/NEC are noted
below:



ABSTRACT

United States historical catch data for major finfish and

invertebrate species taken in the Georges Bank area during 1904 to

1982 are presented. Schemes used to prorate catch data to Georges

Bank, in years when catch was not reported specifically for that

area, are described.



INTRODUCTION

This document presents USA historical catch data for major finfish
and invertebrate species taken in the Georges Bank area. The period
covered is 1904-1982. Data for each species are from various sources,
as described. Schemes used to apportion catches reported from major
fishery areas to Georges Bank (NAFO - Northwest Atlantic Fisheries
Organization Division 5Ze) for years prior to establishment of the
current statistical areas, are also described. All data are for the USA
only, and are expressed as nominal catch (the live weight equivalent of
the  land ings )  in  metr i c  t ons .  

HISTORICAL DATA SOURCES, BY SPECIES

The species and species groups covered in this report are cod
(Gadus morhua), haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus), pollock (Pollachius
virens) , silver hake (Merluccius bilinearis), yellowtail flounder (Limanda
ferruginea) , all other flounders, mackerel (Scomber scombrus), sea scallops
(Plaeopeeten magellanicus) and all other species not reported separately.
Catch data were not reported by the smaller geographical areas (NAFO
Divisions) for the entire time series (1904-82), therefore, for most years
Georges Bank catches were estimated using data for years when NAFO Divisions
were available.

Figure 1 is a chart of the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization
(NAFO) subareas and divisions used here. In general, NAFO Subareas 5 and 6
(SA5, SA6) define the area off the northeastern USA; Division 5Y denotes
the Gulf of Maine, Division 5Ze Georges Bank, Division 5Zw Southern New
England, and Subarea 6 the Mid-Atlantic. Figure 2 shows the locations of
the USA statistical areas used currently. These statistical areas may be
grouped to correspond to NAFO areas and divisions.

Table 1 provides details of the data sources and proration schemes
used for each species and time series. To reduce duplication in the
description of the data sources, an index number is provided (in parentheses)
with each time/area series. This number corresponds to the item number in
the “References” section, Sources and comments regarding reported data are
presented first, in chronological order, progressing from the subareas to
the divisions. Proration schemes used to estimate catches in the divisions
follow the reported data.

Table 2 provides the final reported and estimated catch data for
Georges Bank, by major species or species groups described above for 1904-82.
Figures 3-12 present plots of the Table 2 catch data by species and species
groups.
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Table 1. Data sources and proration schemes used to determine the historical (1904-82) USA
nominal catches from Georges Bank, NAFO Division 5Ze.

(a) All catches have been converted to live weight using the current conversion factor of 1.17.
(B) 5Y was obtained by subtracting Division 5Z catches from Subarea 5.
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Table 1 (cont’d)

Species of Data reported Proration
species group or estimated Area Years scheme References

(c) Total New England and Middle Atlantic states only.
(d) Data are not available for silver hake catches prior to 1937.
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Table 1 (cont’d)

Species or Data reported Proration
species group or estimated Area Years scheme References

le) Data are not available for yellowtail flounder catches prior to 1935.
(f) Includes yellowtail flounder.
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Table 1 (cont’d)

Species or Data reported
species group or estimated Area Years

Proration
scheme References

(G) Meat weight to live weight conversion factor is 8.33.
(h) Includes all species not reported separately in Table 1.
(i) Total nominal catch was determined by adding all species and species

group catches as presented in Table 2 with sea scallop catches
expressed as meat weights, for each year. These data are plotted
in Figure 12.
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T a b l e  2 . Histor i ca l  (1904-82)  USA nominal  catches  f rom Georges  Bank NAFO Div is ion  5Ze ,  in
t h o u s a n d s  o f  m e t r i c  t o n s  l i v e  w e i g h t  ( e x c e p t  s e a  s c a l l o p s ) .

SILVER YELLOW- FLOUNDER SEA ALL
YEAR COD HADDOCK POLLOCK HAKE TAIL (NS) MACKEREL SCALLOPS OTHER TOTAL

1
S e a  s c a l l o p s  a r e  e x p r e s s e d  i n  m e a t  w e i g h t s , where the meat to live weight conversion factor is 8.33.
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Figure 1. Subareas and divisions of the Northwest Atlantic
Fisheries Organization (NAFO).
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Figure 2. USA Statistical areas used for reporting fisheries data.
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Figure 3. Nominal USA catch of cod from Georges Bank, 1904-1982.
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Figure 4. Nominal USA catch of haddock from Georges Bank, 1904-1982.
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Figure 5. Nominal USA catch of pollock from Georges Bank, 1904-1982.
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Figure 6. Nominal USA catch of silver hake from Georges Bank,
1937-1982.
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YELLOWTAIL FLOUNDER

YEAR

Figure 7. Nominal USA catch of yellowtail flounder from Georges Bank,
1935-1982.
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FLOUNDER (NS)

Figure 8. Nominal USA catch of other flounder from Georges Bank,
1915-1982.
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ATLANTIC MACKEREL

Figure 9. Nominal USA catch of mackerel from Georges Bank, 1904-1982.
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SEA SCALLOPS

Figure 10. Nominal USA catch of sea scallops from Georges Bank,
1940-1982, in meat weight, where the meat to live
weight conversion factor is 8.33.
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ALL OTHER SPECIES

Figure 11. Nominal USA catch of other fish from Georges Bank,
1904-1982.
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TOTAL

Figure 12. Total nominal USA catch from Georges Bank, 1904-1982.
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